


I’m late, I’m late for a very important date! When we used Alice for the
cover of #8 we didn’t have in mind that we would always be late, but this
seems to the way it is. Each issue is late for different reasons.  This time
they’re not all mine.  Even as I write this we are still waiting for one of our
articles to get to us.  We have been getting letters saying “It’s been a long
time since the last issue of Florida Fandom”.  Were here now and once again
with some changes.  We are doing this issue with a new printer.  It uses
adding machine paper to print on and it does work with our word processor,
by using it we hope to do away with having all the type reduced at the printer
before doing the paste ups, now the paste up will be done and and then
reduced at the same time turned over to the printer. Saving a trip.  Now we
will still have to have many of the pictures we use reduced before paste up,
but this can be done right after the deadline.  Also now if some reason we
have room left we can type something up we have on file or do another
movie review or what have you and not have to worry about a delay or go
walking into the printer carrying rubber cement and scissors and make last
minute additions.  Let us know if you like this style better, we still realize once we can get away from the
chap dot matrix printer it will look a lot better, but that may be some time yet because of the high price of
the better printers.  Our new one only ran $50.00 at K-mart,
which is less than the printing of an issue of FLORIDA
FANDOM. Now on to the rest of the show.

FULL PAGE********$10.00
HALF PAGE********$ 7.50
FORTH PAGE******$ 5.00
EIGHTH PAGE*****$ 2.50

CLASSIFIED ADS: TWO CENTS A
WORD -ZIP CODE FREE.
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This chapter of my report will contain a review of a
fanzine and several movies.

PYRAMIDS
Pyramids is a Battlestar Galactica Fanzine produced by
Double Phoenix Publications of Tampa, FL.  This is one
dynamite fanzine.
Looking thru this zine you can tell that it is a labor of love
for the editor and everyone else connected with it.  The
writing of the stories is some of the best I have seen in a
fanzine which says a lot as there are a lot of good fan
writers.  The stories using the Battlestar outline are well
researched as to character and form.  Also include are
several non-Battlestar stories such as Matt Dallas: Playboy
Gumshoe and Meanwhile back at the Pyramid.
Both of these and others are funny even by my standards
(which are open to some debate).  For those of you who are
into animation there is a wonderful article by Mary
Kennard on Japanimation.  Perhaps the best thing of all is
how the editor and writers do not take themselves
seriously.  With some zines attached to a particular sow the
idea is having fun is totally absurd, but not with the
PYRAMID crew.  To show what I
mean here is their breakdown of the
editorial staff and their
responsibilities.:
JV Teemes: Editor, Hack ‘N’ Slash
Garcia: Keepers of he Cups, Melody
Harmony: Feature Editor, Wynedd The
Wardde (no typos folks): Foreign
Correspondent, Fleur De Lis:
Hysterical Historical Dept., Tiffany:
Receptionist, Comrade Conrad:
accounting, Mona Lisa and the Lads: Security, Vinnie
Roninelli: Public Relations, Rob: the Handyman, Janet:
The  Maid, and last but by all
evidence not the least Ernest &
Julio.

BACK TO THE FUTURE
This here is the hit of the
summer.  Starring Michael J.
Fox and Chris Lloyd this far out adventure will leave you
rolling in the aisles.  Chris Lloyd plays a totally wigged-
out inventor who invents a time machine using of all things
a DeLorean (If you are going to build one, why not go
First Class?) Michael J. Fox plays a typical teenager with
wimps for parrents. Michael is a friend and

Believer in the good inventor and thru a comedy of
errors gets sent back in the DeLorean to a time
before his parents meet.  His mother, upon meeting
him, falls for him and not his father, thereby
putting his existence in jeopardy.  The acting and
story line are right on the money and the effects are
great also.  I personally give this movie a 4 star
rating.

WEIRD SCIENCE

Jaclyn Smith mover over another has captured my
heart. Who? KELLY LeBROCK!! OH GOD!! I
mean we are talking real woman here. Of course it
could be just the French accent but I doubt it.  This
movie is about two teenage wimps who are tired of
being wimps and set out to make their own woman
using a computer.  They succeed beyond their
dreams (and mine) “Lisa” as the boys name her
sets out to educate the boys in the ways of the
world to help them gain self identity.  To say
anymore would be to give away a lot of the fun of
this movie so I will just recommend that you don’t
miss it. 3 stars.
THE BLACK CAULDRON
True Disney is back!!! This story of an evil king
searching for a cauldron
with will give him absolute
power and the people that
stand in his way is a
beautiful return to the days
of old time Disney Magic.
The animations out of this
world.  It put me in mind of Sleeping Beauty and
its wonderful color and motion.  Take the whole
family and go to see this one. 4 stars

Well that’s all this time we have this issue see you
next time, same Bat time. Same Bat Channel.





INSOMNIA
By R. Wilson

the twice-dead footsteps
fall hollow up the hall

grandfather clock caught
in a half-run chime

my hands drape shadows
over my shoulders

my eyes hang dark donuts
I take them

and roll them in my hands
and prize them as a gift

I take them and run
for goodness knows
where horror grows

I shall not want for dreams
for not the dreams shall we weep

not in a week a blink spent in sleep
I am so tired





SHATTER, First’s computer generated comic received
nationwide attention and we all should have foreseen the first
print run as a sellout - we didn’t, so the price goes up.
SHATTER 1 (1st) = $10.00
                      (2nd) = $3.00
                      (3rd) = projected cover
MOONKNIGHT VOL II numbers 1 and 2 –This book
seems to have caught quite a few people by surprise.  Nobody
seems to be advertising any and none of the local comics
shops seem to have any supply to speak of.  Prices on 1 & 2
will likely be beyond cover very quickly.
CRISIS– Still very popular - reorder
interest has pushed the price of 1,2,3 to
above cover levels.  Many shops are
extremely short on 1 & 2. 2 seem in
lessor supply.

(1) = $1.50
 (2) = $1.25
 (3) =$ .95

Look for increases in  tie -in books.
WHO’S WHO is a definite sleeper.
This is DC’s MARVEL UNIVERSE and is a 24 issue series
As the series passes the first quarter back issues prices on
1&2 are starting to rise.  If DC was wise they could increase
demand even more by making 1 - 12 volume one and then
making 13 - 24 renumbered as VOL.2 1-12.
It looks like an X-MEN summer and a prelude to Marvel big
push next year (25th anniv of FF 1)

BEST PICKS
TRANSFORMERS 1 - 4 (MARVEL)

GI JOE 1 - 20 (MARVEL)
SHATTER 1 (FIRST)

WHISPER 1 & 2 (CAPITAL
CRISIS all (DC)

A word on SECRET WARS II - Don’t let
anybody fool you into thinking any of these
issues will be scarce. #1 had a print run of
750,000 nonpresident in modern comics and as
mush as X-MEN and GI JOE (the normal
leaders) put together. But–prices will go up on
1, etc…That's not a wise investment.

TEENAGE
MUTANT
NINJA
TURTLES
With a 3,000
print run, this is
as scarce as
Cerbus 1-but
the market is
fickle and
demand on this
book could
falter.  One
thing that helps
is the recent
release of 3 and
the Raphael
micro series.  This serves to keep the book in the
public eye and when that happens prices remain
steady or go up.  I have seen 1 (1st printing) go
for $75.00 advertised in AmericaComics.  My
single copy is $100.00 any takers? (Watch for a
feature on the turtles creators Eastmen and Laird
next issue accompanied by a portfolio of non-





In the last few issues we have talked about the high
price of comics today. From the letters I have received
many people seem to think that the cost is not too bad.
But one of my main issues was not so much the high
price for the collector, but for getting new people into
comics.  The normal kid will see a comic in a
newsstand or drug store.  It has a price of 75¢ on it.
Does he get it or wait and play three video games?
When I was small by dad would pick up all the comics
on the stand and the most it would cost him would be
$5.00. That would also be about 50 comics.  My comics
run between $20.00 and $50.00 a week and I get a 20%
discount on my comics! And there are a few title I
don’t get. Now it’s true it is over 30 years latter, but
still if the comic companies want younger readers they
must reach their pocketbooks to get them as fans.
That’s all about the price of comics for a while and all
of you who wrote about inflation and finding dealers
who discount think about the young kids who might
think about guying a comic, but doesn’t know where he
can get them besides the local drug store, who only has
$5.00 to spend a week.

R.I.P

In the last few months we have lost some comic heroes
at DC.  People we have grown up with.  Most of  you
know of the death of Supergirl and Flash (Earth-1). We
will miss them both.  When I first heard that Supergirl
was going to die, my first feeling was to give up DC
comics, the company I have stayed loyal to for over
thirty years. (Even during periods I wasn’t collecting

Comics I still would pick up many of the DC titles)
But after thinking about it I decided I would only be
hurting myself.  I don’t feel anything was
accomplished by killing Kara, it wasn’t her fault she
wasn’t given writer who wanted to make her
something as great as her cousin Kar-El.
The death of the Flash (the father of the Silver Age
hero) was the most needless.  They have the last
issue of his comic where he’s going to live happily
ever after with his wife, Iris in the future.  This
would have been the best ending, but NOOOO,
THE FLASH must DIE!  DC with their axes still
gleaming with the blood of Kara’s death  scream for
more and Barry is no more.  May they rest in peace
and I will surely never forget all the great times I
had with them.  From his first appearance in
showcase, the first of a new league of Heroes>
Now for another view on the untimely deaths at DC
by Robert Wilson:
I  guess it was 1965 or there abouts - I was there, I
remember “What’s New Pussycat” was features at
the Starlight Drive-in with a young comic named
Woody Allen playing opposite Peter Sellers.  A
Welshman, Tom Jones, was singing “It’ not
Unusual”, as well as the title song of “What’s New
Pussycat”.
McDonalds had still only served a few million
hamburgers a  year.  007, the real one - Sean
Connary, had defeated Dr. No, with Goldfinger and
S.P.E.T.R.R.E. Waiting their turns.
I was in forth grade-and made the four mile ride to
the only drugstore around that carried new comics
reliably.  A wonderful frustrating comicbook was on
the stands that day.  FLASH 123 - the story was
called “Flash of two worlds”.  Who would ever have
though this comic that defined “Science of Wonder”
would serve as an excuse for the death of two long
lived DC characters.  We are introduced to a whole
alternate world of heroes.  You mean there were two
Green Lanterns, two Flashes, etc.? NEAT!!
Supergirl had debuted in 1959-but I hadn’t read her
first appearce-but now about the time I read the
story of Supergirl's introduction to the world.

PARALLEL WORLDS – too complicated story
lines….

TOO MANY CHARACTERS –SAME NAME

Suddenly John F. Kennedy wasn’t a president
anymore.



Those were the good old days that never were.  But it
was my youth and its important and special to me–-
anyway!  Linda Lee and Barry Allen scrapped after
almost thirty years.  Characters that exist that long in the
public eye just don’t walk away.

To me they are more than just lines on paper and were -
after 25 years - real parts of popular American
mythology.  They deserve to live and will as long as
somebody cares - we can keep them alive in our
imaginations.
We can remember and perhaps paraphrase the words of
Marianne Faithful song, AS TEARS GO BY…
THIS IS THE EVENING OF THE DAY
I SET AND WATCH THE CHILDREN PLAY
PLAYING GAMES THAT CHILDREN PLAY
BUT NOT FOR ME
I SIT AND WATCH AS TEARS GO BY
THIS IS THE EVENING OF THE DAY…

A LATE EDITOR’S NOTE

Here we are almost at the time we had said we would be
printing the RETURN OF THE SUPERGIRL'S with
issue 11 with an August 85 date on it.  Many things have
happened to cause delay after delay.  In hello we told you
about our new printer - since then we got a typewriter
that we feels give a much better print style and we will be
able to buy other fonts for it.  We were not going to use it
on this issue, but the disk drive on the computer is giving
us some trouble and it will be after Christmas before we
will be able to fix it or replace it.
Because we are not using the word processor you will be
seeing much more in the way of typos.  We are sorry
about that, but to correct them at this time suing  a
typewriter means rewriting not just editing and the time
is going faster than we can believe.
We are moving the SUPERGIRL special to March.  All
current subbers will receive it for free because of the
delays they had to put up with.  It will not count as part
of their sub, but will be extra.
We will need all materials for SUPERGIRL'S sent in as
soon as possible, so we can stay to out deadlines.

                            THANKS

    Rick          &



ELRIC IN COMICS
By R. Wilson

Elric began in the 1950’s as a series of short stories that
were put together by the author as a series of novels:

1) ELRIC OF MELNIBONE
2) THE WEIRD OF THE WHITEWOLF
3) THE SAILORS OF THE SEAS OF FATE
4) BANE OF THE BLACK SWORD
5)STORMBRINGER
6) THE VANISHING TOWER.

The author was Michael Moorcook who originated the
Eternal Champion thread of characterization threw his
novels, of which Elric is the best known.

READERS INDEX TO ELRIC

CONAN 14 & 15 - Roy Thomas/Berry Smith. “ A Sword
Called Stormbringer” and “The Green Empress of
Melnibone”
STAR*REACH - Elric Kimball/Bob Gould “The Prisoner
of PAN-TANG”
STAR*REACH GREATEST HITS - Frank Brunner
MARVEL GRAPHIC NOVEL #2 Roy Thomas/P. Craig
Russel/Michael T. Gilbert
ELRIC OF MELNIBONE 1-6 (Pacific Comics) -Roy
Thomas/P. Craig Russel/Michael T. Gilbert
ELRIC OF MELNIBONE 1 -7 (First Comics) Roy
Thomas/ Michael T. Gilbert.

He is an unlikely, otherworldly hero.  A thin emaciated

Albino sustained first by drugs and magic and later
by the black soul-stealing sword
STORMBRINGER.
Elric first made comic book life in the pages of
CONAN in 1972 in a pair of stories called “ A
Sword Called Stormbringer” and “The Green
Empress of Melnibone” rendered by Berry Smith.
Roy Thomas proved once again that he could take
a chapter from the pages of Fantasy Fiction and
adapt it successfully in the comic medium.
Characteristics of MARVEL a first meetings
Conan and Elric battle to an unconditional truce,
agreeing to unite against the chaos of Lord
Xionabay.  It is an uneasy alliance, of course, with
Conan's well known aversion to magic and
wizards.  At the end the part upon Elric's fatefully
words: “If we two took the same path, surely one
of us would slay the other, on fine day.”  The issue
ends with Conan’s word to Zukula, the restored
father and fallen wizard - “I’ll drink a toast to both
the LIVING and the dead…in the first tavern I
find”.  Marvel must have sold plenty of copies of
the Elric/Conan crossover - and yet we never did
see a book devoted to Elric as the purpose of the
crossover was intended to pave the way, maybe
something is simple as contract negotiations
breaking down or another conflict might have
brought the project to an end. I don’t know.



Never the less, the next time Elric saw print was in the
pages of Mike Friedrich’s STAR*REACH magazine.
The story was original rather than an adapt ion and was
from an idea by Steven (Shiper) Grant.  Two Man
Horse, among dissolve team of Eric Kimdall and Bob
Gould did an excellent portal of Elric in black and white.
Elric has landed after the destruction of his fleet on the
shores of PAN-TANG.  He is found by his enemy’s
subrogates sent to find any survivors.  He battles them
until a net of sleep is used upon his and he is captured.
His enemy, the Theocrat sends for Elric an official
welcome and bids him  to come to the hall of
celebration.  At the left of the king Elric sits - the Kings
son on the other. The King offers Elric protection for his
services.  Elric flatly rejects the  bargain for he will be
no mans pawn.
Latter Elric wonders and reflectors on the loss of his
fleet and of his beloved Cymoril.  Unexpectedly the wife
of he Theocrat offers her aid for his help in an escape to
her homeland from an unhappy marriage.  Elric agrees
and she takes him to his captured STORMBRINGER,
discovering it in the main chamber, there the Theocrat is
using the blade of summer, its sister THE
MOURNBLADE.
The wizard does not know that the swords feed on the
souls, Elric starts to weaken and can do nothing to save
the girl as her husband slays her in his hunger for her
soul.
A soul not archived an action that gives Elric the
moment he needs to retain STORMBRINGER.  Elric
goes mad with anger and vows to slay  the Theocrat and
devour his soul.  Which he does with great relish and his
guards, save one - who he spares and instructs to inform
the Theocrat’s son that one day he will return to deal
with him as well.  This story was very stark and
portrayed a powerful being of terrific vengeance.  This
is one the best Elric stories. Latter in 1979 when Mike
Frederick prepares STAR*REACH GREATEST HITS,
he commission Frank Brunner to do another Elrick
story.  This story was just another retelling of Elrick of
Melibane and most of the story was in text form with
beautiful painting illustrating the story.
Next came the Marvel Graphic novel.  This printed “The
Dreaming City” from the short story.  At the end of the
story Elric swears that he and the sword are tow of a
kind, and let us give this cause to hate us.
Almost before one could catch their breath, Epic
magazine premiered a graphic novel complete in one
issue “Where the Gods Laugh.”
Elric by Pacific comics came next - six issues of
excellence.  The  writing was by Roy Thomas

Again, but the art took on a harder more eloquent
edge with Michael T. Gilbert inking. A look the strip
had missed since the Erci Kimball/Bob Gould
collaboration.  The entire series freely advance the
first book “Elric of Melnibone” from his first doubts
to his fateful deal with ARIOCH the chaos god to #6
where he at last achieves STORMBRINGER.
When Pacific Comics went under, First Comics
quickly picked up an option for a seven issue mini
series.
Once again Roy Thomas was writing, but P. Crag
Russel had dropped out and Michael T. Gilbert took
over the full art assignment.
Now, Elric was no longer at all pretty, but a living
white haired legend.  The sales on this series has been
very brisk and more series are promised.  George
Freeman’s coloring had been nothing less than
perfection with brilliant blending of tones.
This second mini-series picks up the story “Sailors on
the Seas of Fate” and promises to be a well adapted
as the first Pacific Comics series.
At this point only three more issues remain in the
Elric story-Sailors-to complete.  Hopefully First will
continue the series- but one doesn’t have to worry
with Elric's long affiliation with comics- if First
drops its option its almost assured someone will pick
it up.





We received quite a few zines this time around.  Many are
from the same pubbers, so we will only give the address the
first time we mention a zine, now on with the list.

ZINES

FAN SCENE
The best zine on zines around regardless of the title.  Subs
are $2.00  for three issues.  FTO publications: 189129
136th Ave. Apt.B, Nunica, MI 49448. (This is the current
incarnation of Fandom Times)

FANtasy
Nice comic zine, contains Dave Garcia’s “Panda Khan”.
Issues 2 -8 are available as a set for $6.00 ppd. From
Richard Harris 1134 62nd St. North, St. Petersburg, FL
33710.

The following are all from Small Town Publications c/o
Ross Raihala, 802 Hawthorne St., Cloquet, MN 55720
Dead Ringer mini  $1
POOF! 40¢
JOB under the strobe Small Town publications - 50¢
Moon Stone 5 = $3.00
Untold tales of Protectors 50¢
ZYNE 50¢

All the above are with the exception of Moon Stone are
comics in style.  Moon Stone is a general fanzine with
articles and art.

Stories of the NINJA - 60¢
Compuernerd 43¢

Both comizines from High Resolution Productions: 727
Hewthrone St, Cloquet, MN55720

Zippy Starburst
Nice little mini with individually colored airbrush covers.
Its only 50¢ from Allen Freeman, 125 Laralan Ave.
Frankfort, KY 40601
Giant Serious Comics Annual
This mini contains Tim Corrigan MIGHTYGUY only
$1.25 from C&T Graphics: 45 Wilcox St. Rochester, NY.

CLUBS

This time around we have received flyers from the
South Florida Science Fiction Society.  For
information membership and son on write them at:
4599 NW 5th ave., Boca Raton, FL 33431.  The
clubs newsletter is The SFSFS SHUTTLE.

THE WEDDING
By Robert Wilson

Tonight the traveler travels along.  As he walks to
no particular destination he passes through the
outskirts of Milan.  In the darkness, to the side of
the road he sees a brightly lit house.  Inside there is
litany of voices, cheers, shouts, and music.  Some of
it spills out into the street!… Two men stumble up
the road. “YO! Traveler”. One of the them says,
half -drunk. “Come in for a drink?” Wearily the
traveler considers the offer - his feet sigh their
opinion.  Still, he knows if he stops now he will be
there all night. “No” he mutters, “ No thanks” and
wanders down the road in the what appears to the
observer as confusion.  Still, for a moment he
glances back over his shoulder and takes the time to
wonder what it was he passed– a wedding, a
celebration, a common party and realizing that at
least for him it made no difference.  Still two days
latter as he settle into the city to rest, before going
further, he picks up a news paper and scans the
headline.  One caught his eye with read.: 67 Blind
Wedding Party Tragedy he read son: wood alcohol
serve in error.
Why he wondered and he though about the sixty
seven people waiting for darkness to descends on
them for the final time.  The traveler put the paper
down and quickly turned his mind to other thoughts.
Tomorrow he would leave at dawn.



Several of out past profiles have been done a little
tongue and cheek, but this one isn’t.
Our profile is on one of the biggest forces in fanzine
fandom today.  In the past few years he’s done more
for small press than any one person.  His name is
Kevin Scott Collier, he was bon April 27, 1957 and
was married April 17, 1982 to Thea Lynn Vandrleest.
In the mundane world  Kevin is a professional
commercial artist.  He works as Art director for the
Grand Haven Tribune, a daily newspaper.  He also
does work for four other papers, The Examiner, The
Muskegon Chronicles, The Lakeshore Times and the
West Michigan News Preview.
Now to the real world , Kevin started pubbing in June
1970 with CC Comics.  These were ditto comics all
drawn by Kevin except for a few.  All were eight
papers and over 200 were made. None of these got into
the fandom network, and CC Comics ended in July
1974.
In January 1976 to October 1976 RED BALL
COMICS  8 Pages offset digest book- again just local.
He wrote and drew them all.  Included were Funnel 1
& 2, Feature Comics 1-4, Special Enforcers 1 - 3.
Now we’re are coming to the time Kevin became
known in the Fan network: October 1976 the beginning
of FULL CIRCLE COMIX.  The first issue was
Amazing Stories 1 Published December 23, 1976.  It
featured the work of William Shady, Jeff Cooke and
Kevin Collier. Now in Kevin's own words about FULL
CIRCLE COMIX. “ I was the one who named, started
and created FULL CIRCLE COMIX.  Later on
however, my dedication slipped and Jeff Cooke by
1978 had become the primary driving force behind the
group.  Cooke and I have been friends ever since we
fist met in September 1975 at Muskegon community
College.  Both of us were majoring in art, and that's
how we discovered each other to begin FULL
CIRCLE.  My creations for FULL CIRCLE: The
variety title “Amazing Stories”, Capt. Head” comics,
and more.  Characters created: Capt. Head, Murphy’s
Dog, The Human Waste and others.  Was  associated
with William Shady’s Insect Hunter series, which I
wrote and drew, then wrote and Jeff Willcox
illustrated.  I finally quite for the last time in November
1980.  The group was going nowhere, and I was
disappointed.  Jeff and I had just published our last
book together,

Stories: art was by Nasty, Wilcox and
Cooke.  Cover by Fred Hembeck)  It went
nowhere, but Cooke and I both to date will
say it was one of the finest books we ever
released.  After I left, Cooke picked up

FULL CIRCLE COMIX
alone in (I think) late 1981,
and published a book entitled
“The Moron” which ran 4
issues and was a
success…But, the life had
run out of FULL CIRCLE
and Cooke folded it up in the
summer of 1982.  We did do
one last book together (even
though I was not a member
FULL CIRCLE at the time.  I did a new Capt. Head for
“Special Edition#1”, was was a one-shot released to
fandom in January 1982.   It was my last fandom work
until the fall of 1983.  FULL CIRCLE  released over
60 comic titles.”
In late 1983, Kevin started FTO, his Newszine for
small press that has proved to be the best.  It’s name
and format changed every couple of issues but it
remains the best source of news on zines.

Kevin having been into Fan
pubbing for far longer than a
lot, understands zines and
doesn’t try to make them
stand up  to prozines. If a
zine is as good as a prozine
he will let us all know it, but
he also doesn’t down grad a
person new to ziines or lack
certain talents, because after
all we

are in it for fun, not  - except for
the profit of the many friends like
Kevin you can make through the
mails.



Nunica, Michigan: After two years Kevin Collier is
calling it quits with his small press Newszine.  We will
all miss Kevin's zines, but if anyone deserves a rest it’s
him.  His zines have come out as regular as clock work,
and anyone who has been doing zines as a hobby knows
how easily it is to get behind with deadlines.

Rochester, NY: C&T Graphics will be coming out with
a zine on small press.  It will be called SMALL PRESS
COMICS EXPLOSION.  A Newszine to carry on
where Kevin left off.  The first issue will ship January
10th 1986.  Subscriptions are $12.00 for 12 issues from
Timothy R. Corrigan, C&T Graphics, 45 Wilcox Street,
Rochester, NY 14607.  Each page of SPCE will be
divided into 24 equal blocks. Each 2:X 4:.  Each block
cost 50¢. You may buy as few or as many as you want
for advertising.  Ad deadline is the first of each month.
Also send news release and review copies of you zines
to SPCE.  Lets support Timothy with SPCE.  There was
too big a gap between Bobby Sommekamp’s last
Fandom Trader and  Kevin Colliers first Fandom Times
and during that time I felt the hobby slow down.  So
lets show  our support now so there wont be any more
gaps and we will always have a Newszine for small
press.

Thousand Oaks, CA: FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS is
releasing a new cartoon anthology satirizing Hollywood
stars of the past and present called “ANY
SIMILARITY TO PERSON LIVING OR DEAD IS
PURELY COINCIDENTAL” by Drew Friedman and
Joah Alan Friedman.  The smorgasbord of stars,
ranging from Wayne Newton, Bob Hope and Morgan
Fairchild to Arthur Godfrey and Larry Fine.  The book
will be in a large 11 X 15 format for $12.95.  The book
will contain  the Rock Hudson cartoons from R.
Crumb’s underground mag WEIRDO.





This is part of an ad that appeared
many years ago in Florida Fandom, the
magazine never came out, instead they
did a comic about an aardvark and the
rest was history.

© AARDVARK-VANAHEIM PRESS

ART THIS ISSUE:

M.T. Gilbert, Steven Fox, Francis Mao, G.
Raymond Eddy, Jeff Gaither, Mike Huber, Dario
Zagar, and Phil Tortorici.



THE ART OF STEVEN FOX

Steven has been sending us art since
the early days of FF.  He is one of the
ones who seem never to forget, even
when we do.

We had the great pleasure of meeting
Steven several years ago at Philcon
and got to see some of his full size
work in the arts how.  He also made
us feel very welcome in a BIG
northern city.
Thanks Steven for the friendship and
all the great art.










